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Abstract. The in service ultrasonic non-destructive testing of contoured parts is 
always complex. Is difficult to access, has several conditions of examinations, high 
risk of non-detection and complicated way to operate. With the new affordable 
numerical tools in both software and hardware, all conditions of inspection can be 
reconstructed. 

Software: Using Math software (Maple), acoustic Modelling software (CIVA), 
the part suspected failure area, the possible scan process with all the settings can be 
constructed; 

Hardware: Part model and scanning tools can be fabricated (3D printing). 
With the features available with open Phased Array platforms, adaptable PA 

2D device and 3D printing scanning template, a customized package is built. 
In this way, specifications, design, prototyping, process setting, operating package is 
handled on line and close to the needs. The technical issues can be fully understood, 
facilitating simplification, efficiency and reliability key points of the examination 
are highlighted. Designers and end users can be directly involved. 

Key words: Math computations Maple, ultrasound, modelling CIVA, phased 
array, open phase array machine, 3D printing, L0 large blade root, in situ 
examination 
 
 

1. Purpose  
To optimise the UT inspection in order to meet the stringent client requirements on 

the possible tilt and skew included in the defect specification for the inspection of turbine 
blade curved side entry fir tree roots. 

Tools like photogrammetry/videogrammetry/lasers quickly acquire and provide all 
the data needed to draw as built shapes, volume of surrounding environment both 
accurately and reliably. By using this data, the different processes of UT scanning can be 
investigated. Merely targeting the inspection region with the sound beam was not sufficient 
to meet the client requirement. A full UT scan plan package is designed before any 
practical tests are carried out.  
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2. Numerical setting 
On completion of the design of the scan procedure, the captured spread sheet data 

(Arrays, Matrices) and data from CAD files are used as the basis for the computation of the 
required probe positions for the transmission and receiving of the UT beam.  
Using Math Software (Maple) the position of the probe on the aerofoil relative to the defect 
target area in the groove surface and indication curve, are digitally constructed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1  Conditions of examination as reconstructed  

3.  Process setting (application design) 

3.1 Initial conditions 
In order to utilize the corner effect (incidence on the defect at 450), pulse echo, pitch 

and catch are the possible ways to detect the indication. From indication sampling curve, 
the setting beam vectors, and optimized curve of probe location is defined on opposite face 
of the blade(red curve in figure 2) by beam intersection with aerofoil, thus optimizing the 
sound beam response from a normal indication. 

Optimized PA 2D curve equation  :Curve convex  side: 

 

 

Curve concave side: 
 

3.2 PA 2D element belt 
When considering the potential 100 skew of the indication and to ensure an adequate 

signal response is received, the pitch catch principal is applied and a 2D array of elements 
in a belt arrangement is used. From the nominal point zero tangent (first PA 2D location 
Fig. 3), skews of -10/+10° are constructed (fig 4) to identify the optimal receiving element 
on PA 2D belt positioned along the indication response curve (limits mechanical 
conditions). 
 

Aerofoil:(red points)

 

 

Groove:  

Indication curve:(blue points)  

Figure 1: shows the optimal scan position on the blade aerofoil 
(red points), and the blade groove with main target area (blue 
points) 

 

 
Figure 2:  optimised PA 2D 
indication curve 
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Figure 4: pick and catch conditions through skew +/-10°   

4. Scanning conditions 
The scanning is performed using the PA 2D sensors in a belt arrangement. PE shot 

uses the sensor/s selected for as both transmitters and receivers. Pitch and catch between 2 
sensors or groups of sensors along the belt that are selected through computation to target 
both the selected areas and the degree of tilt/skew of the possible indication. 

4.1 Skewing 0 (on indication 45°) 
Typical computed co-ordinates (Table 1) for positions of transmitter and respective 

receiver elements with zero skew and 450 incident on indication. This would typically apply 
where the tangent of the probe contact surface is parallel to the tangent at the indication 
surface. 

Table 1:  indication targets for skew 0 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4.2 Skewing -100/+100 (on indication 45°) 

When targeting an indication with potential skew it is critical that the receiver 
element/s are positioned to receive the reflected skewed beam. The identification of the 
optimal probe receiver location required to receive the beam affected by the skewed 
indication, is automatically calculated by the software once the transmitter position, target 
area and defect skew are input. (see figure 5 below). 
 
 

 

Figure 3:  PE condition 

x z y(radius) 

-23,96 -27,16 319,8 

-0,1 -27,16 320 

20,8 -27,16 320,7 

42,85 -27,16 318 

67 -27,16 314,7 

92,2 -27,16 306,64 

116,66 -27,16 298,05 

Receiver 

x z y(radius) 

-16,97 -27,16 275,11 

2,9 -27,16 274,67 

29,6 -27,16 274,54 

58,17 -27,16 269,45 

83,72 -27,16 261,07 

104,04 -27,16 253,72 

124 -27,16 244,2 

Transmitter 
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Figure 5: PA 2D  location    for skew -10/10° indication targeted 

 
4.3 Intermediary skewing (0,+/-2° , +/- 4°) 

Intermediary skewing provides the coverage between any two PA 2D probe 
responses at selected step intervals.  

Where 2° intervals are selected (eg. +/-2° +/-4°), the application computes the 
transmitted beam, the recieved beam, the probe positions and delay laws to ensure the most 

Delay law for transmission 
and reception 
(computed) 

Zero Point on indication 

100 Skew (input) 

Skewing 
100 

Angle between square 
planes to reflected and 
captured beam (computed) 

Targeted indication 
location 
(computed) 
New receiver sensor 
location co-
ordinates(computed) 
New plane location of PA 
2D 
Probe (computed)  
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efficient sound pressure combination (cosinus between the two square planes beam 
above)(figure 6 below) 
 

 
Figure 6  Skewing between two fixed PA 2D locations  
 

Below (Table 2) is an example of the computation results for the skew at 50 intervals 
from 00 to +100 and - 100, providing the optimal receiver position and the focal laws for 
both the transmitter and the receiver. 
 
Table 2:   Skewing 0° +/-5°; +/-10 °between 2 PA 2D locations; delay laws for focusing on 
indication curve and delay laws for pressure beam capture condition 

Skew 0 Skew +5 Skew +10 

x-1 y-1 z-1 x0 y0 z0 x0 y0 z0 

-0,6 276,3 17,42 18,01 277,69 15,55 18,01 277,69 15,55 

-0,1 320 -27,16 4,16 320 -27,16 10,23 320,96 -27,16 
 0.2889  0.2252  0.1312  

0.0076  
0.2069  0.1701  0.1030  

0.0058  
0.0000  0.7598  1.5197  

2.2796  
 0.3059  0.2422  0.1482  

0.0244  
 0.2245  0.1877  0.1205  

0.0232  
 0.0758  0.8357  1.5956  

2.3554  
 0.3034  0.2396  0.1456  

0.0218  
 0.2226  0.1858  0.1186  

0.0213  
 0.1517  0.9115  1.6714  

2.4313  
 0.2812  0.2175  0.1236  

0.0000  
 0.2011  0.1643  0.0972  

0.0000 
 0.2275  0.9874  1.7472  

2.5071  
0.2868  0.2231  0.1292  

0.0055  
0.0405  0.1376  0.2041  

0.2396  
0.0000  0.7716  1.5432  

2.3148  
 0.3046  0.2408  0.1468  

0.0230  
 0.0467  0.1438  0.2103  

0.2459  
 0.0001  0.7717  1.5433  

2.3149  
 0.3027  0.2389  0.1449  

0.0212  
 0.0332  0.1302  0.1967  

0.2322  
 0.0002  0.7718  1.5434  

2.3150  

 

Skewing 2° 
 
 
 
Coordinates of target on 
indication curve 
  
 
Delay law transmission 
reception 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Angle between square 
planes to reflected and 
captured beam 
 
Beam pressure capture  
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Skew -10 Skew -5 Skew 0 

x-1 y-1 z-1 x0 y0 z0 

-0,6 276,3 17,42 -0,6 276,3 17,42 18,01 277,69 15,55 

10,23 320,69 -27,15 15,56 320,35 -27,15 20,8 320,17 -27,16 
 0.0000  0.0063  0.0063  

0.0000  
0.0094  0.1078  0.1749  

0.2102  
0.0085  0.0409  0.0413  

0.0098  
 0.0031  0.0093  0.0093  

0.0031  
 0.0265  0.1251  0.1922  

0.2276  
 0.0261  0.0585  0.0589  

0.0274  
 0.0034  0.0096  0.0096  

0.0034  
 0.0234  0.1219  0.1890  

0.2244  
 0.0232  0.0556  0.0561  

0.0245  
 0.0008  0.0071  0.0071  

0.0008  
 0.0000  0.0984  0.1655  

0.2008  
 0.0000  0.0323  0.0328  

0.0013  
0.1604  0.1125  0.0590  

0.0000  
0.1874  0.1545  0.0919  

0.0000  
 0.0056  0.0380  0.0384  

0.0069  
 0.1685  0.1206  0.0670  

0.0080  
 0.2119  0.1789  0.1163  

0.0243  
 0.0242  0.0565  0.0570  

0.0255  
 0.1740  0.1260  0.0725  

0.0134  
 0.2173  0.1843  0.1217  

0.0296  
 0.0223  0.0547  0.0551  

0.0236  
 0.1769  0.1289  0.0754  

0.0163  
 0.2036  0.1706  0.1080  

0.0160  
 0.0000  0.0323  0.0328  

0.0013 

0,999998477 0,956304756 0,999998477 

4.4 Refracted angle 
Shot from convex to concave  

 

 
Shot from concave to convex 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

PA 2D PA  4x4  Indication target  

45° corner effect 

Ref 

° 

x y z x y z  

-20 10 312 -17 -27 275 12 

3 20 323 2.9 -27 274 11 

37 29 330 30 -27 274 11 

71 29 323 58 -27 269 11 

99 22 308 89 -27 261 11 

121 13 290 104 -27 253 12 

PA 2D PA  4x4  Indication target  

45° corner effect 

Ref 

° 

x y z x y z 20 

-20 20 272 -24 -27 320 19 

0 17 276 0 -27 320 19 

18 15 277 20 -27 320 19 

36 15 276 42 -27 318 19 

  58 15 272 61 -27 314 19 

78 16 263 92 -27 306 20 

98 21 252 116 -27 29 20 

From sensor  optimised curve 

location of the probe position on 

the aerofoil, starting tangent 

point 0,  

 skewing 10 ° , indication 

locations are defined. For 

each beam vector (45° 

incidence) sensor location 

is computed.  

 Refracted angle is the 

angle between beam 

vector and the normal 

vector to the plane 

containing the indication at 

the point on optimised 

sensor PA 2D curve. 

Figure 7: Refracted angle for incidence 45° on indication  
skew 0 in PE working condition 
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4.7 PA 2D setting on belt 
 

 
 
 

 

 
                                      Figure 8  PA 2D belt 

 
PA 2D elements are inserted in bespoke belt that can be 3D printed. The print is 

directly drawn up by application itself. 
 
4.5 Delay law computed by application for setting open PA machine  

The focal delay laws (figure 12 below) are calculated using the application key 
features for set equipment. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure                                                                                                                                             
                                                             

 

 

 

                                                 Figure 9:  delay law specific settings 

 

#Header to set general input 
[Root] 
VersionDriverOEMPA=1.1.5.2 
CycleCount=1 
# PA 2D number 0 
[Cycle:0] 
GainDigital=0.000000 dB 
BeamCorrection=0.000000 dB 
Start=0.000000 us 
Range=30.000000 us 
TimeSlot=2000.000000 us 
Rectification=Signed 
Filter Index=1 
GainAnalog=20.000000 dB 
GateCount=0 
 
#  pulser PA 2D  location [18.01, 15.55, 277.69  ] skew  10  cycle 0   
receiver PA 2D   [36.09697347, 14.94794133, 276.4279534]    
 
[Cycle:0\Pulser] 
WedgeDelay=0.150000 us 
Element.count=16 
Element_0=0;1;2;3 
Element_4=4;5;6;7 
Element_8=8;9;10;11 
Element_12=12;13;14;15 
Delay.count=16;1 
Delay_0=0.0000  0.0063  0.0063  0.0000 us 
Delay_4=0.0031  0.0093  0.0093  0.0031  us 
Delay_8=0.0034  0.0096  0.0096  0.0034 us 
Delay_12=0.0008  0.0071  0.0071  0.0008us 
Width.count=16 
Width_0=0.100000;0.100000;0.100000;0.100000 us 
Width_4=0.100000;0.100000;0.100000;0.100000 us 
Width_8=0.100000;0.100000;0.100000;0.100000 us 
Width_12=0.100000;0.100000;0.100000;0.100000 us 

 

[Cycle:0\Receiver] 
Wedge Delay=0.150000 us 
Element. Count=16 
Element_0=0;1;2;3 
Element_4=4;5;6;7 
Element_8=8;9;10;11 
Element_12=12;13;14;15 
Focusing=Standard 
Delay. Count=16;1 
Delay_0=0.0076  0.0705  0.1275  0.1786 us 
Delay_4=0.0078  0.0706  0.1277  0.1788 us 
Delay_8= 0.0052  0.0681  0.1251  0.1762 us 
Delay_12=0.0000  0.0628  0.1198  0.1710us 
Gain. Count=16 
Gain_0=0.000000;0.000000;0.000000;0.000000 dB 
Gain_4=0.000000;0.000000;0.000000;0.000000 dB 
Gain_8=0.000000;0.000000;0.000000;0.000000 dB 
Gain_12=0.000000;0.000000;0.000000;0.000000 dB 
FocalTimeOfFlight.count=1 
FocalTimeOfFlight=0.000000 us 

 
 
For each salvo, the application calculates 
the delay laws that can be exported 
directly (txt file)   
 
For studied application maximal setting 
includes 7x16 channels  
7 off PE , and 
14  pitch and catch  
 
No mechanical scanning,   
Package set-plugged irrigated – results  
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4.9 Modeling  validation  CIVA 
Example T18 mm R36 mm skew 10 ° 45 °on indication 

       
 
 
T0 mm R18 mm( skew  0 ° 5°  10°  3 indications in range ) 

          

         
 

    

5. Conclusion 
This new way of mathematical physical analysis through the use of all numerical 

tools is a general method of handling complex ultrasonic examinations. All component 
designs, methodolgies, geometric and physical aspects can be evaluated. The numerical 
tools offer the capability of creating different solutions, 
possible processes , and technical solutions together with analsing the results. The keywork 
specifications are supported  and validated. The understanding of the examination process 
becomes the main advantage is to utilise the advanced engineering while focusing on the 
technical needs and to customise the tools available to meet those needs. 
 

In this selected application, the complex geometry is reconstructed digitally, the 
examination of the suspect defect area is targeted, the process of detection is optimised for 
the best scanning conditions and the methodology to handle the examination is fully 
achieved by using the available technology and existing devices tools, while all are 
managed with numerical tools.  

The result is a new approach of UT scanning – full definition and specfication - 
validation of possible results - ultrasonic settings that include the focal laws - customisation 
of application - specifications for manufacturing  
 

T18 mm R 36 mm  Skew 10° 
Ind 31mm, -27mm, 319mm  
TOF 41 µs   lxh 3x3mm 
Gain at reference  ≠100% 
 
 
 
T0 mm R 18 mm  Skew 
0°,5°,10° 
Ind :0mm-27mm,320 mm 
4.16mm,-27 mm,321mm 
10.2mm,-27 mm ,321 mm 
TOF  38/39 µs lxh 3x3 mm 
TCG  correction 6 dB 
 
The modeling for these 
examples around point of 
maximal curvature on 
aerofoil (tangent 0 on 
optimised PA 2D location 
curve) defines the coverage 
for 3 steps of skewing and 
respective range of gain 

Figure 10  CIVA modelling  


